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Princess Aliyah arrives to her wedding in a black wedding dress. This is a declaration of war to her

husband, King Kamal. Seven years ago, the two were in a relationship, but he messed around with

her and then left her. Now, the two of them end up in an arranged marriage, and she is being forced

to give him an heir. Aliyah treats him coldly during the ceremony and that resistence awakens

something within him. As the drums pronounce them husband and wife, Kamal takes Aliyah into the

depths of the palace into his bedroom. Unable to hold himself back anymore, he rips off her black

dress...
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Occasionally a story almost overwhelms one emotionally, and THE DESERT KING is definitely an

example of this consuming power. From the first exceedingly gripping scene filled with open feelings

to the last compelling moment, there is never a respite from the depicted emotions pouring off the

pages between this most unforgettable couple. Olivia Gates has absolutely outdone herself in

creating a deeply affecting love story with touching sentiments and two particularly appealing

characters.There has only been one woman who has been able to bring Kamal Aal Masood under

her control; that is, until he discovered the truth about Aliyah Morgan. She professed to love him



seven years ago, and although he also desired her above all others, he believes she is keeping

secrets plus lying to him. When her addictions become known to him, any real feelings he had at the

time are destroyed. Kamal regretfully knew their relationship had to end, and he informs her of how

he never wants her in his life again.Destiny has a way of not adhering to one's wishes, as Kamal will

shortly become the new King of Judar and the chosen queen for him will be Aliyah. With the recent

disclosures of several misconceptions, he has learned marriage to the one woman whom he did not

ever want to see again is the only way to keep peace in his desert kingdom. Though he has never

forgotten one instant he shared with this stunning woman including all the tremendous heartache,

he knows the future of his country is more important than his personal feelings and summons Aliyah

to meet with him to discuss their upcoming marriage. From the moment these two are reunited, their

inner declarations to not let the other have power over them in any way quickly dissolve, as

emotions and passions come into play.

So you liked the first two Throne of Judar books and wanted more. Olivia Gates gives you more in

The Desert King. More passion, more angst, more of that fabulous exotic background. And more

Hero and Heroine.Kamal might be the baby of the family but he's taller and darker and angrier than

both his brothers. We've seen a little of that dark side in the earlier books but now faced with his

demons we get the full treatment.The breakup with Aliyah seven years ago marked both their lives

drastically. The ruination of his young love affair and the disillusionment involved turned Kamal's life

into a bleak desert far more dangerous than the deserts of his home country.For Aliyah, Kamal's

abandonment almost destroyed her fragile sanity, only just recovering from a childhood dependency

on misdiagnosed prescription drugs. Having rebuilt her life and recreated herself as a successful

artist, the worst thing to happen was Kamal's re-emergence into her life.The marriage is required to

maintain stability in the region and would be a temporary arrangement to provide an heir.Until things

explode between the two of them on their wedding night. . So were was I?Oh yes. Aliyah is certainly

no doormat and fights every inch of the way but the pair of them play off each other brilliantly with

wit and humour showing that the explosive chemistry isn't just in the bedroom. All that needs to

happen is for them to get over the mistakes of the past to find a brilliant future. If they don't make

too many mistakes in the present.Olivia manages to pull the most angsty tear jerking moments out

of the hat for these guys.  I just love to see a strong man cry and Olivia doesn't mind making her

men work for redemption.
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